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Housekeeping in Japan 
 

Welcome to Kumamoto! We’re excited to have you joining our community. 

You’ve been here for a few weeks now, which probably means you’ve: 1) 

experienced the omnipresent black bear that is Kumamon, 2) moved into your 

new place, and 3) started settling into your new life. So we don’t blame you if 

housekeeping isn’t at the top of your priority list. After all, who really wants to 

clean?  

 

But alas, you will eventually need to clean your place. It is inevitable and 

necessary, especially in Japan. Why? Because when you put poorly insulated 

homes in a country that has a harsh climate (and a lot of bugs), you learn (pretty 

quickly) that cleaning can be a lot of work. With a little bit of knowledge, however, 

you can be prepared to conquer all that needs to be cleaned in Japan. 

 

This document is going to be broken down into the following sections: 

 

1. Tatami (pg. 2 – 6) 

2. Bedding (pg. 7 - 8) 
3. Washrooms (pg. 9 - 12) 
4. Kitchens (pg. 13 - 14) 
5. Laundry (pg. 15 - 17) 

6. Summer & Rainy Season 

Challenges (pg. 18 - 20) 
7. Winter Challenges (pg. 21 - 23) 
8. Pests (pg. 24 - 27) 
9. Air Conditioner (pg. 28 - 31) 

 
 

Q: Where did she get all this information? / A: I’m not even going to pretend like I had all of 
this information stored in my head! For this document, I looked all over the internet to find 
my information. All of the credit goes to the people whose articles, blogs, and websites I 
gathered information from. You can find a complete list of the sources (organized by 
cleaning category) at the bottom of this document.  

 

Now down the rabbit hole of cleaning we go 
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1. Tatami  

 

What is tatami? 

Tatami (畳): is a traditional type of Japanese flooring. Tatami is covered in 

woven soft rush (いぐさ) straw. 

 

You’ll likely find tatami in somewhere in your place. Tatami is great to have, but it 

also requires special care.  

 

 

 

< Tatami 

Most of the products (mentioned in this document) can be bought at 
home stores like: 

Nafco & Komeri 

 &  
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Benefits of Tatami Mats: 

! Nicer to sleep on than other types of flooring. Some JETs don’t have 

western beds and sleep on futons instead. Tatami provide firm but 

comfortable cushioning for this style of sleeping.  

 

! Can help control humidity and mold. Tatami mats naturally regulate 

humidity. On humid days, the tatami absorbs excess moisture; and, on dryer 

days tatami releases excess moisture.  
 
! Keep rooms warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer. You may 

not realize it (because winters and summers in Japan are pretty extreme), 

but tatami does help with the temperature! Tatami acts as an insulator, 

which either keeps in the heat or the coolness. 
 

Okay, so now that you know why tatami rock… What do you have to keep in 

mind when caring for tatami? 

 

Caring for Tatami: 
! Do not wear shoes on your tatami! You will damage it and get it dirty. Many 

Japanese people will even take off their slippers when they go on tatami. 

  

! Keep your tatami dry to avoid mold or mildew. Even though tatami 

naturally absorbs moisture, don’t make it absorb more than it has too. 
 

! If you sleep on a futon, make sure you fold it up each day (and whenever 

possible, put it out in the sun to dry). This will prevent moisture from building 

up between your futon and the tatami 

 

! If you can, try to put your tatami out to dry out. Tatami mats aren’t 

permanent fixtures in the home and can be lifted out. It is suggested that you 

do this once a year. 
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! Wipe and vacuum your tatami on a regular basis. This will keep it clean 

and prevent tatami mites. 
 
! Wipe and vacuum following the weave of the tatami (going against the 

weave could damage the tatami). 
 

! If you spill anything on your tatami (liquids or food), wipe it up ASAP. Take 

a dishcloth, add few drops of dish soap and water to it, and then wipe. 
 

Tatami Fact: You can tell if your tatami is new or not by its colour. New tatami 

mats will have a greenish colour, whereas older tatamis will have a tan colour. 

 

 

Tatami Mites: 

Tatami mites, also known as “dani” (ダニ,	 壁蝨), are mites that can infest 

tatami. They are small bugs that like to bite humans. Tatami mite bites will be 

small, red, itchy, and will come in pairs (the little monsters like to bite twice).  

 

You will notice tatami mites if you spend a lot of time on your tatami (e.g. 

sleeping). You will get bite marks on exposed skin. But don’t worry, you can get 

rid of them!   

 

How to get rid of them: one of the most effective ways to get rid of tatami 

< What can happen if 
you don’t fold up your 
futon! 
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mites is to use an anti-dani bug spray. This is how you use the spray: 

 

1. Insert the needle (attached to the aerosol can) into the tatami.  

2. Spray the contents of the can into the tatami for about 15-20 seconds. 

3. Spray each of the tatami mats.  

4. When spraying the tatami, make sure the room is well ventilated. It’s also a 

good idea to leave your apartment for a few hours after spraying. 

5. In a few hours go back and vacuum your tatami. This should suck up the 

dead tatami mites. 

 

! You can also use an anti-dani bug bomb to kill tatami mites. 

 

! You can spray your clothes, bedding, etc. with anti-dani spray, but make 

sure it’s not the same spray you use on your tatami mats! The bottle should 

have a picture of a teddy bear, couch, and clothing on it. 

 

Example Cleaning Products: 
 
! Tatami cleaner (regular wipes):  

畳用クリーナー (tatami you kuriinaa)  

 

 

 

 

! Anti-dani bug spray: ダニアース (dani aasu) 
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! Anti-dani bug bomb: ダニアースレッド  

(dani aasu reddo) 

 

 

 

 

! Anti-dani bug spray (safe for clothing): 

ダニアース防ダニスプレーハーブ 

 (dani aasu bou dani supurei haabu)  
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2. Bedding 
 
Why are we covering bedding? To help keep your bedding in tip-top 
shape! The humidity in this country can quickly destroy perfectly good bedding 
(especially futons). And while you may want to sleep in a tub of ice during the 
summer, you’ll definitely want all of your blankets during the winter. 
 

 
 
 

 
How to take care of your bedding: 
! Always fold-up your futon and bedding after sleeping on it. This 

prevents moisture from forming between the futon and the floor.  
 

! Each time you fold up your futon and bedding, move it to a slightly 
different location for the day. This allows the area, it was sitting on, to 
breath. 
 

! On sunny days air out your bedding (if you can, once a month is ideal). 
Hang it up outside. But make sure you take the bedding in before sunset, so 
that it doesn’t absorb any evening moisture. 

 
 

 
 

Example of Japanese futons (bedding) 

Bedding hung-up to dry > 
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! If your bedding seems a little damp, even after airing it out, take it to a 

laundry mat. Laundry mats should have a dryer (and washing machine) big 
enough for futons and other large blankets. Laundry mats are pretty 
affordable and are located everywhere.  

 
! If you want a professional to handle your bedding, you can take it to a dry 

cleaner.  
 

Tip: If you have bedding that you aren’t using, put it in 
vacuum sealed bags. This protects your bedding from 
humidity and gets it out of the way. 
 
Tip: You can buy clips to secure futons to whatever you 
are hanging them from. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Vacuum sealed bags 
Hanging 

clips 
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3. Washrooms 

 

In Japan, washrooms are separated into: a toilet room and a shower room.  

 

What to keep in mind: 
! Japanese plumbing can be fussy. Depending on the age of the place, drains 

may or may not have a U-trap. This can lead to things getting smelling and 

things getting stuck in pipes. So be careful of what goes down your 

drains! 
 

! There are so many bathroom cleaning products! To identify them, look on 

the packaging. Many cleaning products will have a picture, of what they are 

supposed to clean, on the packaging. 
 

! Always be careful when using cleaning products. Don’t mix them together 

and make sure that the room is well ventilated.  

 

Cleaning – Toilet Room:  
! Treat your toilet room like you’d treat a toilet room in your home country. 

Clean it regularly and buy a plunger (because you never know). 

 

! If you have a Japanese toilet with a built in sink, you can 

buy a little cleaner thing (very technical terminology right 

there, folks) that sits in the hole where the water drains 

into the tank. The cleaner is slowly released into the toilet 

tank, so that every time you flush - the water cleans your 

toilet bowl (and apparently also helps prevent mold from 

forming). 

 

The cleaner thing will 
go in the red circle. 
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Cleaning – Shower Room: 
! When you are ready to clean, check your shower’s drain. Depending on 

what kind of drain you have and how diligent your predecessor was, this will 

either be a pleasant surprise or a complete nightmare.  
 

! Buy something to go over your shower’s drain. These little things are 

lifesavers. They will stop hair (and other things) from going down the drain 

and plugging it up. 

 
 
 

 
! Invest in a good scrubbing brush. Depending on the size and height of your 

shower room, you may even want to buy one that extends. 
 
! If you have a bathtub with a space under it, you should be able to move it – 

in order to clean under it.  
 

Shower catch, removable so that you can take it out and clean it. 

This is what the 
cleaner looks like. It 
comes in a number 
of different scents. It 
should last you 
about a month.  
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! Along with mold, bugs enjoy stagnant water. To prevent bugs from making 

camp in your shower room: 1) cover your drains whenever possible to 

prevent them from coming up through the drains, 2) get rid of any stagnant 

water, and 3) clean on a regular basis.  

 

Cleaning – Dealing With Mold: 
Almost everybody gets mold in their showers at some point. Luckily for us, this 

means there are plenty of people who have tips on how to deal with mold! 

 
! Clean your shower on a regular basis! Especially during the rainy 

season and in the summer. 
 

! Do whatever you can to air-out your shower room: turn on the built in fan, 

open windows, leave the shower door open, etc. 
 

! After having a hot shower or bath, spray down the walls with cold water. 
This will reduce condensation by lowering the room’s surface temperature.  

 
! Wipe down the room, with a squeegee or sponge, to reduce the amount 

of stagnant water 
 

! Use an after-shower cleaning spray. 
 

! Turn to mold-killing cleaning products, such as white vinegar or Kabi Kira!  

 

Examples of Toilet, Shower, Mold Cleaning Products: 
 

! Toilet Bowl Cleaner:トイレのルック 
(toire ru no rukku) 
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! Mold Killer: カビキラー (Kabi Kira) 

 

 

 

 
! Shower Spray (to clean tiles, bathtub, floor):  
バスマジックリン(basu majiku rino)  
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4. Kitchens 

 

How do you clean a Japanese kitchen? The answer: just like you would clean 

any kitchen – on a regular basis.  

 

Plumbing: In Japan, there is no such thing as a garbage disposal. Letting food 
scraps go down your drain is asking for trouble. What kind of trouble? This kind: 

1) clogged drains, 2) smelliness, 3) mold, and 4) an open dinner invitation for 

bugs.  

 

Keeping your drains clean: Like your shower, you can buy “catchers” for 
your drains. These will prevent food scraps from going down the drain.  

 

 

 

 

If your drains smell and seem plugged, you can buy drain cleaner. Each drain 

cleaner is different though, so read the instructions (or get someone to read the 

instructions for you) carefully.  

 

Two lines of defense for catching items that try to make it to the drain 
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Food Scraps: In Japan, you can only get rid of garbage (burnables) on 
certain days of the week. Your food scraps count as burnables. In order to avoid 

attracting bugs and the smell of garbage, put your food scraps in a plastic bag 

and then put it in your fridge/freezer.  
 

Examples of Kitchen Cleaning Products: 

! Tough Grease: マジックリン (maji kurin)  

 

 
! Kitchen Bleach:  

キッチン ブリチ  

 

 
! Drain Cleaner:  

パイプ ユニッシュ 

(pipe yunish), 

 
	 

	 

! Drain Cleaner: chlorine bleach tablets. If a 
funky smell is coming from your drains, put 
one of these down  
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5. Laundry (Washing & Drying) 
The roadblocks you are likely to come up against when doing laundry in Japan 

are: 1) your washing machine’s functions are in Japanese, 2) no drying machine, 

and 3) the humidity.   

 

What do I do if I don’t have a dryer? Air-dry your clothes or take them to 
a laundry mat (which was mentioned in the “Bedding” section). Your place 

should have some sort of system that allows you to hang up your clothes and dry 

them.  

 

 

 

 

What happens when it’s too humid (or cold)? Hit up the laundry mat! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Image (Right): most places will have drying poles for you to hang your stuff on.  
 
Image (Left): you hang this off of the drying pole. It is great for hanging smaller 
pieces of clothing (e.g. socks, tea towels, etc). 
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How to use a Japanese Washing Machine: there are a lot of different 
washing machines out there and a lot of different functions. Here are some of the 

basic ones: 

 

 

Washer: (洗濯機 / sentakki) 

On: 入 Off: 切 Start: スタート 

Pause: 一時停止 

/ いちじていし 

Washing Course:  

洗濯コース     
Standard:  

標準 

Fast: お急ぎ 

 

Heavy (Blankets/Linen):  

毛布 /  

もうふ     

Gentle Wash:  

手洗い /  

念入り 
Personalized 
Settings:  

わが家流 

Wash: 洗濯  /  

洗い / あらい     

Rinse: すすぎ 

 

Soak and Wash:  

つけおき  

Quick:  

スピーディ 
Drain: 排水 

Dry:ドライ/乾燥 Spin Dry: 脱水 Cold Water: 冷水 

Warm Water: 温水 Water Volume:水量 Water Level: 水位 

Wash Only:  

洗濯のみ   
Dry Only:  

乾燥のみ    

Tank Cleaning:  

槽洗浄  
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Examples of Cleaning Products: 
There are a lot of laundry products out there. Check out this great website for a 

complete run-down: http://japanistas.com/en/archives/20989 . 

 

Quick Look: 

! Laundry Detergent (will have this on the bottle): 洗濯洗剤 

(sentakusenzai) or 洗濯用合成洗剤 (sentakuyou gouseisenzai) 

 

! Fabric Softener: 柔軟剤 (juunanzai) or 柔軟仕上げ剤 (juunan 

shiagezai) 

 

! Bleach: 衣料用漂白剤 (iryouyou hyouhakuzai) 
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6. Summer & Rainy Season Challenges 

Summer・なつ・ 夏・natsu / Rainy Season・つゆ・ 梅雨・tsuyu 

 

 
 
Summer and rainy season, in Japan, are two of the most demanding seasons 
when it comes to housekeeping. During rainy season it is unimaginably humid 
with less sun; and, during summer it’s humid and hot (really, really hot).   
 
The humidity + heat + poorly insulated home = a home that will be hot, humid, 
and the perfect environment for mold and bugs. You should be on high alert 
during these months.  
 

Humidity & Mold: we covered humidity in the “bedding” and “bathroom” 

sections, but here are some more tips: 
 
! Whenever you can, ventilate your place! Open windows, turn on fans, hang 

stuff out to dry, open draws/cupboards/closets. Do it all. This will keep the 
humidity down and the mold at bay.  
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! You can use other methods to dehumidify your home: 

" Moisture collection packets (しっけとり・湿気とり / shikketori): 

these things come in many different forms – tubs, hangers, and sachets. 
These packets help absorb extra moisture. You can put them in your 
drawers, closets, cupboards  

 

 
 
 

" Dehumidifier: This is an expensive option, but if you have the cash (or a 
really bad mold problem) it may be a good option for you. To learn more 
about dehumidifiers, go to: 
http://www.survivingnjapan.com/2012/08/a-guide-to-dehumidifiers-in-japa
n.html 

 
" Air Conditioner (Dehumidifier Option): Most air conditioners have a 

dehumidifying option. This can be expensive, but it can help with the 
humidity in your home. Check out the “aircon section” to find out how to 
turn on the dehumidifying function on your aircon. 

 
" Bamboo Charcoal / Regular Charcoal: One cheap method is: using 

charcoal (bamboo or regular BBQ charcoal). It will suck up some of the 
moisture, purify the air, and absorbs any unpleasant smells. It is reusable 
too. All you need to do is put the charcoal out in the sun to dry (every 
couple of weeks) and then it is good to use again. 

 
 

 

Example of 
moisture 
collecting 
packets. 

Bamboo Charcoal  

(竹炭 / takesumi) 
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! Mold on your clothes or in your home: an environmentally friendly way to 
get rid of mold on your clothes or in your house is to use vinegar.  
 

" Home: Get a spray bottle, fill it with vinegar, spray area with mold (or area 
you want to prevent mold from growing on), let it sit, and then wipe area.  

 
" Clothes: a) Add vinegar to your clothes when you wash them. Add 1-2 

cups of vinegar to your washing machine, then run the machine as usual 
– or b) You can soak your clothes in vinegar. Add 1 cup of vinegar to a 
bucket of water, let it soak for 1 hour, then wash clothes as you normally 
would. You may need to repeat the process if it doesn’t completely work 
the first time. 

 
Tip: Put moisture-collecting packets in your closet and drawers. They will 
suck up the moisture and help save your clothes from the mold.  
 
Tip: If you have clothes, blankets, etc. that you aren’t using – put them in 
vacuum-sealed bags. This will protect them from the humidity and the mold. 
Just make sure all items are dry when you put them in the bags.  
 

Heat: at one point or another you’ll have to deal with the heat. Here are some 

ways to keep your home cool in the summer: 
 
! Turn on a fan! They are an inexpensive way to cool down. 

 
! Close your curtains. This will keep some of the heat out and the cool air in. 

 
! Turn on your air conditioner (also known as aircon). It might be a bit 

expensive to run, but it’s worth it. Check out the “aircon section” to find out 
how to turn on the cooling function! 
 

! On days when there is a breeze, open your windows (a lot of times, 
outside is cooler than inside). 
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7. Winter Challenges  

Winter・ふゆ・ 冬・fuyu 

 
Two great things about winter are: you don’t really have to worry too much about 
mold and the bugs are in hibernation mode.  
 
But with the ups of winter, also comes the downs. The cold is a real thing in 
Japan, even in Kumamoto. You may not believe it now, but just you wait! The 
humidity and the poorly insulated homes create a chilly, (and usually) snowless 
environment. 
 
There is also no such thing as central heating. Most Japanese people will just 
heat the room they are hanging out in. To heat an entire house, would be 
expensive and sort of pointless.  
 

How to stay warm in the winter:  

1. Bubble Wrap: You can buy big rolls of 
bubble wrap at most home stores. It’s a 
great, inexpensive way to keep the heat in. 
You just tape it to your windows (make 
sure you tape it completely to the window, 
so that there are no gaps for the cold air to 
enter through). 
 

 
 

! Electric Heater: portable and you don’t have 
to worry about toxic fumes. Electric heaters are 
good for smaller rooms. Be careful though, if 
you use them too much – your electricity bill 
with be very expensive.  
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2. Kerosene Heater (石油ストーブ  

/ sekiyū-sutōbu): kerosene heaters 
heat-up rooms fast and are pretty 
inexpensive. But be careful about 
carbon monoxide poisoning! Every 
hour or so, open the windows in your 
house to let fresh air in, and when you 
shut off your heater, make sure you 
leave the windows open for an hour or 
two afterwards. It might even be a good 
idea to buy a carbon monoxide 
detector.  

 

You can purchase the kerosene (とうゆ / tōyu ) at most gas stations. 

 
3. Air Conditioner: Not only can it cool down your place, but it can also heat it 

up! Be warned though, this can be an expensive way to heat up your home. 
Check out the “aircon section” to find out how to turn on the heat function! 
 

4. Electric Blankets & Carpets: both can be purchased at most home stores.  
 

 

 Left: Electric Blanket / Right: Electric Carpet 
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5. Kotatsu: (こたつ) one of the most magnificent inventions ever. The 

kotatsu is a table with a build in heater. With a blanket that goes over top of 
the table, to keep the heat in, you’ll never want to be too far away from it in 
the winter.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not a real kotatsu, but you get the point. 
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8. Pests 

The information in this terrifying section was written by Jonathon in 
Yatsushiro (for the 2014/2015 KumAJET Orientation)!  

 

(Disclaimer: I reformatted Jonathon’s originally document and I cut down certain 

sections – but for the most part I left it as, because his information is great!)  

 
ムカデ Mukade 

Centipede 

 

Poisonous / Aggressive / Very painful bite / If bitten, seek 

treatment / More active at night / Travel in pairs 

ゴキブリ Gokiburi 

Cockroach 

 

HUGE and can fly!/ Love moisture and garbage / Almost 

everywhere/ Tend to come out when things are stirred up 

ダニ Dani 

Tatami Mite 

 

Very tiny, hard to spot / Love tatami, carpet, curtains / Bite 

you during sleep / Bites make red spots on skin / 

Vacuuming is crucial 

アリ（蟻）Ari 

Ant 

 

Don’t sting/bite / Attracted to sweet things/ Come marching 

in a line / Don’t keep food out and seal up entry points 

as the first defense 
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コバエ Kobae 

Fruit Fly 

 

Harmless but annoying / Prolific breeders / Attracted to fruit, 

/ Traps near garbage and sink help 

蚊 Ka 

Mosquito 

 

 

Everywhere! / Bites swell and become itchy / Prolific 

breeders / Can carry disease / Attracted to blood and CO2 

毛虫 Kemushi 

Hairy Caterpillar 

 

Different shapes and sizes / only some harmful / Hairs 

cause painful, itchy rash / Visit a dermatologist /The 

hairs can also contact skin when blown by the wind! 

蝉 Semi 

Cicada 

 

Not a house pest, but everywhere in the summer / 

Extremely loud / Not harmful, but are huge and look scary/ 

Dead carcasses a common sight 

米食い虫 Komekuimushi 

Greater Rice Weevil 

 

Live and reproduce in rice/ Avoid by keeping rice in tightly 

sealed container / Chili capsules sold near rice / Storing rice 

in freezer helps 

アシダカグモ Ashidakagumo 

Huntsman Spider 

 

Bites painful but not serious / Very fast! / Doesn’t build a 

web—hunts / Good for killing cockroaches / Only 

aggressive with eggs / Normally very shy 
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オオスズメバチ Oosuzumebachi 

Asian Giant Hornet 

 

Very dangerous, maybe deadly / Attracted to black, 

movement / Seek medical treatment soon / Watch for 

warning signs / Usually in the forest but found in 

urban areas too / Don’t run, slowly back away 

ゲジゲジ Geji Geji 

House centipede 

 

Not harmful to humans / Hunts cockroaches / Lots of long 

legs /  Not considered a pest / Could be a sign you have 

other pest problems 

 

 
General Tips for Preventing Pests: 
 
1) Cleanliness is key! Don’t leave food or water out in the open. Put things in 

tightly sealed containers, especially if you can’t put them in your fridge.  
 
2) Doors and windows act as the perfect entry way pests. Make sure all of 

your windows have a screen on the outside to keep pests away. Regularly 
check your screens to make sure there are no tears or holes in them.  

 
Look for visible gaps in doors, windows, etc. If you find gaps, seal them up! 

You can use tape called, 隙間 テープ (sukima teipu) to fill in the gaps 

(and help with temperature control – double win!).  
 

3) Use the magic powder! Many ALTs swear by the powder that comes in a 

yellow bottle. It’s called: 虫コロリ (mushi-korori). You spray/spread the 

powder around the perimeter of your place. It creates a barrier many insects 
cannot cross and may die from walking on. Lay it down wherever you think 
insects might come in—right outside your front and back doors, around the 
hose for your AC outside, etc. It is a good idea to wear a mask while 
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spreading this stuff. Also, it’s primarily for outdoor use and only really works 
on things that crawl. It stays in place well and you shouldn’t have to lay it 
down more than once or twice a season.  

 
 
4) Keep helpful critters around. Geckos, Hunstman spiders, geji geji—if you 

can stand them inside your apartment—are not considered pests in Japan 
because they catch some of the bad insects that you really don’t want around. 
Doesn’t get any more environmentally friendly than that! 

 

 

 

For a complete guide to pests in Japan (including a visual guide to pest 

eliminating products), check out his (awesome) complete guide at: 

http://kumamotojet.com/documents/Bugs_and_Pests_More_Info.pdf 

 
 
 
 
 

 

< The magic powder 

Gap filling tap > 
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9. Air Conditioner (エアコン  / Aircon) 
 
We’ve mentioned air conditioners a lot in this document, but we haven’t really 
talked about them.  
 
How to use a Japanese air conditioner: here is a list of the basic 
functions on an aircon remote (in English and Japanese): 
 

Automatic Mode: 自動  Dehumidify Mode: 冷房 

 

Dry Mode: ドライ  Wind Direction: 風向  

Cooling Mode: 冷房  Wind Speed: 風量  

Heating Mode: 暖房  
Change Operation (used to switch 
from hot, cold, dry, fan, etc):  

運転切替  

On: 運転  Off: 停止  

Temperature: 温度  
Sleep Mode (reduces the temperature 
when you sleep and raises it when you 

wake up): 快眠  

 
Inside Clean (cleans your aircon from 
the mildew/moldy smell):  
内部クリーン  

Timer On (used to set how long you 
want your aircon on for) 

: 入タイマー  

Cancel (used to cancel and delete your 

timer setting): 取消  

Timer Off (used to set when you want 
your aircon to shut off by itself):  

切タイマー  
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And now on the actual aircon, you may or may not have these indicators that tell 
you when your aircon is or is not doing something: 

 
 

Working: 運転  Timer: タイマー  

Inside Cleaning:  

内部クリーン  

On/Off Remote Sensor:  

運転/停止  

 
How to clean your air conditioners filters (using air condition 
cleaning spray): it’s a good idea to clean your air conditioner’s filters on a 
regular basis. Dust build up in air conditioners can make you cough / feel sick 
and make the air coming out of the air conditioner smell funky.  
 
1. Buy air conditioner cleaning spray (note: some of 

the sprays have a scent).  
 
2. Unplug your air conditioner unit.  
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3. Lift the hood on the air conditioner and take out the filter screens. Then use a 

vacuum to suck up the dust. Set them aside, you won’t spray them with the 
cleaner. 

 
 
4. Now open the windows, you’ll want a ventilated room if you are using the 

spray. You should also wear a mask, if you have one available, so that you 
don’t inhale any of the cleaning fumes. 
 

5. Shake the can 5-6 times.  
 

6. Holding the can 5 centimeters 
away from the air conditioner, 
spray evenly to saturate the 
inside of the air conditioner. 
But make sure you don’t 
spray anything that looks like 
an electrical part or motor 
though. 

 
 
 
* The spray may drip, so make sure there is nothing under it the air 
conditioner. 
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7. Wait 10-15 minutes for the spray to do its job. 
 

8. Next, fill up a spray bottle using water. Spray the inside of the air conditioner. 
This will help wash away additional bacteria and gunk stuck in the air 
conditioner unit. 

 
9. Put the filters back in and plug in your air conditioner. 

 
10. Turn on your air conditioner and run it for a little while, so that the liquid from 

the spray and any additional bacteria trapped inside your air conditioner will 
come out through the hose (that is located outside your house).  

 
* Note: It should be noted that this method doesn’t clean certain parts of the air 
conditioner (e.g. the air conditioner’s blower and coils). If your air conditioner 
continues to smell or you don’t feel like it’s clean enough, you can: 
 

Try cleaning the blower and the coils (my advice would be to look on youtube 
this, as it is a bit more complicated than just using the spray). Remember, 
whenever you are cleaning your air conditioner, remember to always unplug 
it!  

 
a) Hire a professional to come in and clean your air conditioners. This option is 

usually very expensive, but it might be worth it if you feel sick whenever you 
use your air conditioner.  

 
 
 

Photos and instructions from: 
okinawahai.com/how-to-clean-your-japanese-air-conditioner/ 
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And the credit goes to… 

1. Tatami: 

http://www.sakura-house.com/blog/blog/2014/05/02/japan-healthy-tatami/ 

http://www.chopa.com/shopsite/tatami-mat-information.html 

http://melt-in-japan.blogspot.com/2009/08/how-to-take-care-of-tatami-mats.html 

https://ishikawajet.wordpress.com/2010/05/18/spring-cleaning-prevent-tatami-bugs/ 

https://ishikawajet.wordpress.com/2010/05/25/spring-cleaning-exterminating-tatami-bugs/ 

http://www.tokyowithkids.com/fyi/cleaning.html 

2. Bedding: 

www.wideislandview.com/2010/03/dont-let-this-happen-to-you-taking-care-of-futons-and-tatami/ 

3. Washroom: 

http://asiaisforlovers.blogspot.com/2013/08/how-to-clean-japanese-shower-room.html 

http://www.biobidet.com/BidetArticle-30-howtocleanbidet.htm 

http://kumamotojet.com/documents/TheCleaningProductsandseasonalhousekeeping.pdf 

http://japaninfoswap.com/dealing-with-humidity-and-mold-in-japan/ 

4. Kitchen: 

http://www.city-cost.com/articles/75-living_shopping_medical 

5. Laundry: 

http://savvytokyo.com/kanji-cheat-sheet-washers-and-dryers/ 

http://japanistas.com/en/archives/21110 

http://japanistas.com/en/archives/20989 

6. Summer & Rainy Season Challenges: 

http://kumamotojet.com/documents/TheCleaningProductsandseasonalhousekeeping.pdf 

http://blackmold.awardspace.com/black-mold-clothes.html 

7. Winter Challenges: 

http://kumamotojet.com/documents/TheCleaningProductsandseasonalhousekeeping.pdf 

8. Pests: 

http://kumamotojet.com/documents/Bugs_and_Pests_More_Info.pdf 

9. Air Conditioner: 

http://okinawahai.com/how-to-clean-your-japanese-air-conditioner/ 

http://www.linguajunkie.com/japanese/japanese-control-aircon 

http://www.survivingnjapan.com/2012/07/use-air-conditioner-japan.html 


